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Amendment 3
Marisa Matias
on behalf of The Left Group

Joint motion for a resolution
PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR
Situation in Lebanon

Joint motion for a resolution
Recital O a (new)

Joint motion for a resolution Amendment

 Oa. whereas Article 534 of the 
Lebanese Penal Code is still used to 
prosecute and arrest LGBTI people; 
whereas in some areas of the country, 
men suspected of same-sex relations are 
routinely arrested and subjected to 
degrading treatment in police stations;

Or. en
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Amendment 4
Marisa Matias
on behalf of The Left Group

Joint motion for a resolution
PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR
Situation in Lebanon

Joint motion for a resolution
Recital S

Joint motion for a resolution Amendment

S. whereas Lebanon’s neutrality is the 
key to its future stability; whereas a stable, 
fully sovereign, united and democratic 
Lebanon is of crucial importance for the 
stability, security and peaceful 
development of the whole of the Middle 
East; whereas the recently formed 
government and its ministers must reach 
political independence and resist any 
external interference from countries in 
Lebanon’s neighbourhood or further afield; 
whereas external interference is 
detrimental to Lebanon’s development and 
stability; whereas Hezbollah still controls 
key ministries in the Lebanese 
Government; whereas Hezbollah has been 
listed as a terror organisation by several 
EU Member States; whereas Hezbollah 
has repeatedly shown its strong 
ideological allegiance with Iran, which is 
destabilising the Lebanese Government 
and undermining its much-needed 
cohesion;

S. whereas Lebanon’s neutrality is the 
key to its future stability; whereas a stable, 
fully sovereign, united and democratic 
Lebanon is of crucial importance for the 
stability, security and peaceful 
development of the whole of the Middle 
East; whereas the recently formed 
government and its ministers must reach 
political independence and resist any 
external interference from countries in 
Lebanon’s neighbourhood or further afield; 
whereas external interference is 
detrimental to Lebanon’s development and 
stability; whereas Hezbollah’s military 
wing has been listed as a terrorist 
organisation by the EU;

Or. en
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Amendment 5
Marisa Matias
on behalf of The Left Group

Joint motion for a resolution
PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR
Situation in Lebanon

Joint motion for a resolution
Paragraph 10

Joint motion for a resolution Amendment

10. Stresses the particular responsibility 
of Hezbollah and other factions in 
repressing Lebanon’s 2019 popular 
movement and in Lebanon’s political and 
economic crisis; calls on all external 
powers to refrain from meddling in 
Lebanon’s internal affairs and calls for its 
sovereignty and political independence to 
be respected; urges all political factions in 
the government to end sectarianism and to 
implement vital reforms for all people 
living in Lebanon, with no religious or 
ethnic discrimination;

10. Stresses the particular responsibility 
of Hezbollah and other factions in 
repressing Lebanon’s 2019 popular 
movement and in Lebanon’s political and 
economic crisis; expresses deep concern 
regarding the reports on extended human 
rights violations committed by security 
forces in the context of the protests, 
including excessive use of violence and 
the firing of live ammunition during the 
demonstrations and the arbitrary 
detention of activists and journalists; calls 
on all external powers to refrain from 
meddling in Lebanon’s internal affairs and 
calls for its sovereignty and political 
independence to be respected; urges all 
political factions in the government to end 
sectarianism and to implement vital 
reforms for all people living in Lebanon, 
with no religious or ethnic discrimination;

Or. en
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Amendment 6
Marisa Matias
on behalf of The Left Group

Joint motion for a resolution
PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR
Situation in Lebanon

Joint motion for a resolution
Paragraph 11

Joint motion for a resolution Amendment

11. Expresses deep concern at the 
continued lack of progress towards a 
permanent ceasefire and other key 
provisions of UN Security Council 
Resolution 1701 (2006) in view of the 
latest and continuing tensions along 
Lebanon’s southern border; reaffirms its 
strong support for the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and political independence of 
Lebanon, in line with the recent UN 
Security Council Resolution 2591 (2021); 
recalls the position of the EU that the 
relevant UN Security Council Resolutions 
1559 (2005) and 1701 (2006) must be fully 
respected;

11. Expresses deep concern at the 
continued lack of progress towards a 
permanent ceasefire and other key 
provisions of UN Security Council 
Resolution 1701 (2006) in view of the 
latest and continuing tensions along 
Lebanon’s southern border; reaffirms its 
strong support for the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and political independence of 
Lebanon, in line with the recent UN 
Security Council Resolution 2591 (2021); 
recalls the position of the EU that the 
relevant UN Security Council Resolutions 
1559 (2005) and 1701 (2006) must be fully 
respected; calls therefore for the 
immediate and unconditional Israeli 
withdrawal from the Shebaa Farms;

Or. en


